Chemistry, B.S.

First-Year
- FALL: CHEM 1311, CHEM 1111, MATH 2413*, NATS 1101, UNIV 1010, CORE, CORE
- SPRING: CHEM 1312, CHEM 1112, MATH 2414*, PHYS 2325, PHYS 2125, CORE

Sophomore
- FALL: CHEM 2323, MATH 2415*, PHYS 2326, PHYS 2126, CORE
- SPRING: CHEM 2325, CHEM 2233, MATH 2418* or STAT 2332, CHEM 2401, CORE

Junior
- FALL: BIOL 3361, BIOL 3161, CHEM 3321, CHEM 3472, CORE
- SPRING: BIOL 3362, BIOL 3162, or CHEM 4335, CHEM 3322, CHEM 3471, CORE

Senior
- FALL: CHEM 3341, CHEM 4V91, CORE, CORE, UL ELECTIVE
- SPRING: CHEM 4473, CHEM 4390, UL ELECTIVE, UL ELECTIVE, UL ELECTIVE

Must have at least 51 upper-level semester credit hours to graduate
* Class has an associated problem section which also must be registered
^ see advisor about different math sequence

Indicates prerequisite for courses, must complete all prerequisites before registering for this course

CORE Requirements (Not satisfied by other NS&M required courses):
- Communications 6 SCH
- Language, Philosophy, Culture 3 SCH
- Creative Arts 3 SCH
- American History 6 SCH
- Government 6 SCH
- Social & Behavioral 3 SCH